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Kfar Maccabiah, Sunday, March 5, 2019
ראשחודשאיירתשע"ט

Yom Ha'Atzma'ut 5779
The State of Israel at 71: Vision, Dream & Reality
Dear Chaverim,
How could a country emerge from the ruins of persecution, dispossession, and utter
catastrophe? How could faith, hope, joy, and belief in a brighter future be restored?
How can a Nation surrounded & battered by oceans of hostility aspire to practically
achieve prophetic Jewish ideals of peace & harmony? How is it possible for our
Nation to usher in era of concord when the region where we live denies our
legitimacy, openly vows destruction of our independence, and over & over again
darkly threatens to extinguish our actual existence?
Those questions faced the Founders of our modern Jewish State of Israel – the Third
Jewish Commonwealth1 in our ancestral Land – when they devised the national
future of the Children of Israel, exiled since the year 135CE2 from possession of the
millennial heritage of their ancestral Land.
To an isolated & desolate People decimated by hundreds, thousands & millions, the
Founders' message had to convey the possibility, indeed the certainty of a viable
future for a reborn Jewish State. The message had to assure & affirm that this new
Israel could & would be strong enough to overcome the despair & degradation of the
Shoah, and be able to welcome, assist & absorb hundreds of thousands of survivors
& everyone inspired to reverse our tragic history of 18 Centuries of Exile and realize
the Zionist vision. What they anticipated as a mass Jewish Exodus & Aliyah from Arab
States transpired as Expulsions of 850,000 destitute Jewish refugees stripped of their
livelihoods & property. In 1948, despite imminent danger, indeed certainty of
murderous violence, invasion & war against the Zionist vision of Jewish Statehood,
the Founders took care to respect & uphold the Jewish People's millenarian ethical
traditions of seeking & exploring all possible avenues to Peace before admitting the
bloodshed & cruelty of War.

1

The First Jewish State began in the Conquest of the Land of Israel (Time of the Judges, 13th century
BCE) and fell at the end of the era of the reigns (initiated by King Saul) with destruction of the First
Temple by Nebuchadnezzar and the Babylonians (586 BCE). The Second State followed return of the
Jews from the Babylonian Exile in 537BCE facilitated by the region's new overlord, Cyrus King of
Persia, and destroyed by Titus in the year 70CE after 3 years of the Great Jewish Revolt against Rome.
2
With the fall of the last bastion of the Bar Kochva Revolt against the Romans, who ruthlessly
massacred & enslaved Jews, exiled survivors from most of our Land of Israel, renamed it after the
Philistines, and suppressed Jewish life elsewhere in the Roman Empire.
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And so they did. When the Executive Head of the World Zionist Organization, Chairman of
the Jewish Agency, and Head of the People's Administration David Ben Gurion & his
colleagues submitted the draft Declaration of Independence to the People's Council
on the 5th of Iyar of 5708 (May 14, 1948), the Founders' Document clearly conveyed
the principles of our People even at the most desperate juncture of Jewish history.
They stayed true to our ideals even as fidelity to our ancient Jewish ethics was
challenged by the Shoah and the whole Arab world prepared invasion & renewed
massacre against the mere 600,000 Jews in the Land of Israel at that fateful time.
The text of Israel's Declaration of Independence:
"The State of Israel will be open for Jewish immigration and for the
Ingathering of the Exiles; it will foster the development of the country for the benefit
of all its inhabitants; it will be based on freedom, justice and peace as envisaged by
the Prophets of Israel; it will ensure complete equality of social and political rights to
all its inhabitants irrespective of religion, race or sex; it will guarantee freedom of
religion, conscience, language, education and culture; it will safeguard the Holy
Places of all religions; and it will be faithful to the principles of the Charter of the
United Nations.
We appeal - in the very midst of the onslaught launched against us now for
months - to the Arab inhabitants of the State of Israel to preserve peace and
participate in the upbuilding of the State on the basis of full and equal citizenship and
due representation in all its provisional and permanent institutions.
We extend our hand to all neighboring states and their peoples in an offer of
peace and good neighborliness, and appeal to them to establish bonds of
cooperation and mutual help with the sovereign Jewish People settled in its own
land. The State of Israel is prepared to do its share in a common effort for the
advancement of the entire Middle East.
We appeal to the Jewish People throughout the Diaspora to rally round the
Jews of Eretz-Israel in the tasks of immigration and upbuilding and to stand by them
in the great struggle for the realization of the age-old dream - the Redemption of
Israel."
In "black fire" like the ink with which Moses wrote the first Torah, our Founders
cleaved to the millenarian ideals of Judaism despite the colossal conjuncture of the
irreparable & immeasurable tragedy of the Shoah and imminent danger, the
Founders proclaimed "In light of the teachings of the Prophets of Israel: Freedom,
Justice and Peace, Equality; Respect for all Faiths & Religions; Peace & Hope of
Fellowship even with those who threatened and prepared war; Progress and a
national future for all Jewish Diasporas in redeeming the Land of Israel."
71 years on from proclamation of Ben-Gurion and the Founders' Vision, what is the
reality of our State? Undeniably, Israel fulfilled their objective of giving hope to the
Jewish People, restores the long lost strength of a Nation that seemed doomed
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forever, respects all Religions & preserves sacred places of all Faiths, and sacrificed
much to establish peace based on mutual interest in the progress of their peoples
with Egypt and Jordan, countries who share our longest borders. Through superb
contributions to Science, Technology, Medicine, Philosophy and the Arts, Israel has
risen to a place of respect among the world's most successful & innovative nations.
So, is the vision of our Founders fulfilled? In many ways & in many fields of endeavor
Israel has certainly made many dreams come true, perhaps even surpassing the
Founders expectations in building a country that is at present in exceptionally good
condition. But in other ways, Israel at 71 has yet to fully realize its Founding Vision.
We face harsh realities on two fronts. Externally, many enemies – Terrorists, Islamic
Fundamentalists, Iran, BDS, and resurgent Anti-Semitism of the Left and the Right,
etc. – are not reconciled to our existence and still spew ancient & new poisons and
hatred. Internally, maintaining the primacy of tolerance & moderation in Israel's
vibrant democracy faces many challenges: many Arab citizens remain disaffected
and resentful; many Haredim oppose secular duties of citizenship & refrain from
respecting symbols of the State; many citizens are persuaded by radical notions from
the Left and the Right.
On balance, however, Israel's beauties & bounties far outweigh its miseries. At 71,
Israel is a resounding success, a State raised by titanic efforts, the most amazing
exercise of national renaissance & resurgence in history, so unique that many see
the Jewish State as a miracle. Considering the circumstances of its birth in 1948, and
what it has endured, overcome & achieved in 71 years, Israel was & is indeed a
miraculous outcome for the Jewish People. Thus, independence celebrations are
preceded 1 week earlier by solemn remembrance of the Shoah, whose perpetrators
intended it to be the final destruction of our People. Thus, today's Israel, faithful to
Jewish Ideals propounded by its Founders, established by Zionist Jews of the Yishuv
and Zionist efforts of Jews in Diaspora, celebrates 71 years of Life! L'chaim!
May God bless the State of Israel,
whose birth restored our pride, began our renaissance,
and gave us our Future as Nation.

Chag Ha'Atzma'ut Sameach!
Chazak ve'ematz!
RABBI CARLOS A. TAPIERO
Deputy Director-General & Director of Education
Maccabi World Union
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